The wealth of better-for-you NPD has contributed to ongoing growth for this mature market. Consumers’ ongoing appetite for more choice in healthier options, both for adults and specifically for children, signals that this area continues to offer opportunities.

– Alice Pilkington, Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Demand for healthier products within the category remains high
- ‘Positive nutrition’ NPD can capitalise on the ‘snackification’ of mealtimes
- Focus on ethical and environmental credentials can help brands distinguish themselves

The future of the market looks positive, with it likely to continue to benefit from the spotlight on sugar and ongoing health-oriented innovation. Despite the uncertainty around the impact of Brexit, the varied role that these products play – including as a must-have for an evening in, as a meal replacement, as a nutrient top-up and even as a mood booster – will lend the market resilience.
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- Own-label remains market leader in nuts
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Walkers is the most traditional, family-friendly brand

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Usage is extremely high across all age groups
- Usage is extremely high across all age groups
- Taste is the overriding priority for consumers
- Millennials are most focused on the healthiness of savoury snacks
- High demand for more healthier options for adults and children...
- ...but consumers are sceptical of reduced-salt varieties
- More vegan options interest nearly half of 16-34s
- Palm oil puts 48% of users off snacks
- Over half of users see the snacks as mood-boosting
- ‘Snackification’ of mealtimes provides opportunities for high-protein NPD
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Usage is extremely high across all age groups
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- Over a third choose hand-cooked snacks
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Taste is the overriding priority for consumers
- Only a third prioritise healthiness
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Favourite flavour and brand are top factors when buying crisps for oneself
Figure 55: Factors considered most important in a crisp or crisp-style snack, October 2019

Opportunity for new twists on favourite flavours

Behaviours Relating to Crisps, Savoury Snacks and Nuts

High demand for more healthier options for adults

Alternative base ingredients hold potential
Figure 56: Behaviours relating to crisps, savoury snacks and nuts, October 2019

A rounded better-for-you proposition is needed

Three in four parents think there should be more healthier snacks for children

Consumers sceptical of reduced-salt varieties

More vegan options interest nearly half of 16-34s

Palm oil puts 48% of users off snacks
Figure 57: Brave Dark Chocolate Flavoured Roasted Chickpeas back packaging detail, 2019

Local ingredients would be popular with over half of consumers

Attitudes towards Crisps, Savoury Snacks and Nuts

Over half of users see the snacks as mood-boosting

Scope to further build on feelgood connotations
Figure 58: Attitudes towards crisps, savoury snacks and nuts, October 2019

‘Snackification’ of mealtimes provides opportunities for high-protein NPD

Interest in organic options is high

Snacks play a significant role in Big Night In
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